Risk in mobbing for solitary and colonial swallows
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Abstract. Barn swallows (Hirundo rustica) often nest solitarily and are ecologically similar to colonially nesting cliff swallows (H. pyrrhonota). Northern rough-winged swallows (Stelgidopteryx serripennis) also nest solitarily and are ecologically similar to colonially nesting bank swallows (Riparia riparia). We investigated risk-taking in the mobbing of predators for these four species of North American swallows. We presented model owl and weasel predators and examined tendencies of individuals to dive at these predators during mobbing. Individuals of the two solitary species were significantly more likely to dive at predators than were individuals of the two colonial species. Since diving may be risky, we suggest that solitary species take greater per capita risks in mobbing than do colonial species. The reduced risk of falling victim during mobbing may be a benefit of group living that is perhaps independent of the effectiveness of mobbing.

Reduced predation is an important benefit of group living for some animals (Alexander 1974). Animals in groups often detect approaching predators sooner than do solitary animals because overall group vigilance increases as the number of individuals scanning for predators rises (e.g. Pulliam 1973; Siegfried & Underhill 1975; Hoogland 1979; Lazarus 1979; Bertram 1980; Caraco et al. 1980). Enhanced predator detection may then lead to mobbing, a behaviour in which group members attempt either to assault physically or to distract and confuse an approaching predator (e.g. Horn 1968; Cully & Ligon 1976; Smith & Graves 1978; Rood 1983; Shields 1984). In some cases, mobbing effectiveness seems to increase with the number of mobbers (Hoogland & Sherman 1976; Robinson 1985).

Presumably, mobbing involves some risk to participants since predators sometimes seize mobbers who come too close (e.g. Cade 1967; Denson 1979). Risk, but also mobbing effectiveness, probably increases the closer a mobber approaches a predator. Thus, a mobber is faced with choosing a distance from which to mob that optimizes mobbing effectiveness, while minimizing personal risk.

The distance at which to mob, and thus the degree of risk-taking, could be related to the number of participating mobbers. Individuals mobbing as a group might have two options which are unavailable to individuals mobbing alone. Relative to a solitarily mobbing individual, a group mobber (1) could increase its distance from the predator and rely on a large group's physical or vocal conspicuousness to bewilder a predator, or (2) it could decrease its distance from the predator, using the confusion created by a large group to sneak up on and physically assault the predator. In the former case, the degree of personal risk is reduced since distance from the predator is increased. In the latter case, risk might also be reduced through selfish herd effects. Individuals of species mobbing solitarily, on the other hand, might have only one option: approach predators closely to deter them more effectively, in the absence of any accompanying generalized group commotion. Individuals mobbing in groups might therefore have a lower per capita risk of falling victim themselves than ones mobbing singly, even though mobbing effectiveness might be equal or, in some cases, greater for group mobbers.

In this study we examined whether individuals mobbing in groups tended to increase or decrease their distance from a predator, relative to individuals mobbing solitarily, and whether the degree of risk-taking might be greater for individuals that mob solitarily. We studied four species of North American swallows (Hirundinidae) that mob predators. Our approach was to present artificial predators to these birds while they were nesting,
and compare responses of the social species that mobbed in groups with those of the solitary species that mobbed singly.

METHODS

Study Animals and Study Areas

The four species of swallows that we studied can be grouped as closely related pairs. Each pair consists of two species that are ecologically similar but that differ in their degree of sociality.

Barn swallow/cliff swallow

The congeneric barn (Hirundo rustica) and cliff (H. pyrrhonota) swallows build mud nests on vertical rock and cliff faces, on bridges and buildings, and in highway culverts throughout much of North America. Both species are aerial insectivores, and in many areas they feed and nest together. Barn swallows are often solitary, and single breeding pairs occur commonly in many areas. Barn swallow colonies usually contain 2–15 nests; colonies that contain more than 15 nests are rare (e.g. Snapp 1976; Brown, personal observation). Barn swallow colonies apparently now occur in response to relatively recent, human-caused increases in suitable nesting substrates such as buildings and culverts (Snapp 1976), although originally the bird was mostly solitary (Dawson 1897; Betts 1916; S. Speich, personal communication). Since barn swallow ‘colonies’ are probably evolutionarily quite recent, we believe that the behaviour of this species is characteristic of solitary living swallows. Cliff swallows, on the other hand, are highly colonial and apparently have always been so (e.g. Sharpe & Wyatt 1885; Bent 1942; Erskine 1979). Single nests are rare, and colonies may contain up to 3000 nests (Brown 1985).

Barn and cliff swallows were studied at two sites: in June and July, 1975, near Laramie, Albany County, Wyoming and near Walden, Jackson County, Colorado; and in June and July 1984, in Keith and Garden Counties, Nebraska. Birds studied in Wyoming and Colorado usually nested on artificial structures such as bridges and buildings; those studied in Nebraska nested on both artificial structures and natural cliff sites.

Northern rough-winged swallow/bank swallow

Northern rough-winged (Stelgidopteryx serripennis) and bank (Riparia riparia) swallows are burrow-nesting species that occur throughout much of North America. Nest burrows are placed in the sides of sandy banks or cliffs, often along rivers or lakes. At present, many northern rough-winged and bank swallows nest in roadcuts or in commercial sand and gravel pits. Northern rough-winged swallows nest solitarily (Lunk 1962). Sometimes up to 10 pairs will nest in the same bank face (Brown, personal observation), but such aggregations are rare. Bank swallows, however, occur in large colonies of up to 1000 nests (e.g. Beecher et al. 1981); isolated nests are unusual. In some areas, northern rough-winged and bank swallows nest and feed together.

Northern rough-winged and bank swallows were studied in June and July, 1972–1973 and 1977, near Ann Arbor, Washtenaw County, Michigan. In this area both species nested primarily in commercial sand and gravel pits.

Predator Presentation Procedures

We used life-like predator models in an attempt to standardize predator presentations between different sites. For barn and cliff swallows, we used stuffed and rubber great horned owls (Bubo virginianus). For northern rough-winged and bank swallows, we used a stuffed long-tailed weasel (Mustela frenata) (Hoogland & Sherman 1976). Weasels are known predators of both bank and northern rough-winged swallows (Lunk 1962). Although great horned owls have not been observed preying on barn swallows, these owls are known predators of cliff swallows in our Nebraska study area where swallow remains have been found in owl pellets (Sally Gaines, personal communication). Both barn and cliff swallows responded vigorously to model owls, and we concluded that owls elicit natural mobbing behaviour from these species. Cliff swallows’ responses to other avian predators such as black-billed magpies (Pica pica) and American kestrels (Falco sparverius) were similar to their responses to our model owl.

The owl model was tied to a stick 2.5 m above the ground. The owl and stick were placed as close as possible to the entrances of culverts or buildings containing barn and cliff swallow nests or on top of cliffs and bridges under which the birds nested. We placed the owl and then withdrew as quickly as possible and observed the birds’ responses. Owls were presented once at each single barn swallow.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first examined whether differences existed in the mobbing distances of the solitary versus colonial species of swallows. We then used mobbing distance to infer mobbing risk, in the absence of any information on a mobber's probability of falling victim during (rarely seen) actual predator attacks. It proved impractical to estimate the distances from the predator for birds swirling above our models, so instead we scored only whether responses included dives by mobbers at the predator. A dive would typically occur as a bird flying 2–3 m above and to the side of the predator would make a sudden, rapid swoop downward to pass within inches of the predator's head. After passing by the predator, the mobber would gain its original altitude and then repeat the procedure. Mobbers that were not diving would circle loosely or swirl in coordinated waves above and to the sides of the model owl or in front of the model weasel, alarm-calling frequently. In the case of bank and northern rough-winged swallows, in which the bank surface afforded perching space near the weasel, we included landings within 2 m of the weasel as high-risk behaviour. We included these landings because perching within 2 m of a swift-moving adult weasel seems as potentially risky as diving at it.

Results of presentations at 25 barn swallow nests or colonies, at 29 cliff swallow colonies, at 50 northern rough-winged swallow nests, and at 34 bank swallow colonies (Table I) show that solitary mobbing barn and northern rough-winged swallows dived and landed near the predator significantly more often than did the group mobbing cliff and bank swallows. Barn swallows were the most vigorous mobbers; some individuals dived repeatedly for several minutes. Bank and cliff swallows seldom dived; instead they milled and swirled around the predator. Mobbing bank swallows typically formed a doughnut-shaped vortex that swirled near a predator (Hoogland & Sherman 1976). Mobbing actions of cliff swallows were less coordinated than those of bank swallows, with most cliff swallows milling overhead in a disorganized fashion.

These results (Table I) indicate that solitary barn and northern rough-winged swallows approach predators more closely than do colonial cliff and bank swallows. These colonial swallows apparently rely on a large group's commotion to deter predators, and individuals rarely approach a predator.
closely. Risk-taking is thus greater for individuals of the solitarily mobbing barn and northern rough-winged swallows than for individuals of the group mobbing cliff and bank swallows.

Limited evidence suggests that this same pattern holds among other North American swallows. Purple martins (Progne subis) dive close to predators such as fox squirrels (Scurus niger) when mobbing (Brown 1984; personal observation). Tree swallows (Tachycineta bicolor) dive at predators such as dogs and prairie falcons (Falco mexicanus), and also dive at people when mobbing (R. Cohen, personal communication; Sheppard 1977). Both martins and tree swallows, at least historically, before the installation of back-yard bird-houses, were largely solitary. In contrast, in the violet-green swallow (Tachycineta thalassina), which reportedly is colonial in part of its range (Brown 1983), we have found no reports of diving at nest predators during mobbing, although violet-greens do dive at nesting site competitors such as acorn woodpeckers (Melanerpes formicivorus) (Brown, personal observation).

More vigorous attempts to deter predators and increased mobbing risk per individual may be necessary in solitarily nesting species for two reasons. First, there are few or no nesting conspecifics nearby and thus there is no possibility of a coordinated group mobbing effort, nor is mobbing enhanced through the summation of many individuals all actively defending their own nest (e.g. Horn 1968; Shields 1984). Second, solitary individuals are unable to ‘hide’ their nest among other nests through the selfish herd effect (Hamilton 1971), and thus an approaching predator is more likely to zero in on a given individual’s nest when that individual nests alone.

In one of the few previous comparative studies examining mobbing behaviour in gregarious and non-gregarious species, and in contrast to our results reported here, Cully & Ligon (1976) reported that solitary scrub jays (Apheleocoma coerulescens) mobbed owl predators less vigorously than did social Mexican jays (A. ultramarina). However, Cully & Ligon apparently did not present predators near the nests of the jays, and therefore a comparison of their results with ours for swallows is difficult.

We suggest that an important benefit of coloniality could be reduced per capita risk in the mobbing of predators. Although reduced per capita risk might be automatic for group mobbers simply because a group dilutes each individual’s chance of being preyed upon, we have shown here that group mobbers also, and perhaps more importantly, reduced their degree of risk by increasing their distance from the predator. This could be a benefit of group living irrespective of whether mobbing succeeds in deterring predators more reliably in colonies. Reduced risk in mobbing is part of a suite of benefits associated with predator avoidance in groups, but one that has not been explicitly stated or examined until now.
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